Succulents

We’ve been building our succulent collection for 20 years and have many that are not found commercially, as well as tried and true favorites. Note hardiness zones. Most need to be kept frost free. For nursery visitors, we often have smaller 2” pots available for $5.00 each.

**Acanthorhipsalis monacantha**  zone 10  pt.shade

An epiphytic cactus, native to Bolivia, has flattened & 3-angled waxy green leaves/stems that become pendant shaped with age. In spring, Acanthorhipsalis monacantha will produce small golden orange flowers. 4” pot $9.00

**Aeonium 'Blushing Beauty'**  zone 10-11  sun/pt. shade

Beautiful rosettes of soft olive green leaves tinged with amber bronze on sturdy branched stems, growing 1' to 2' tall. 4" pots $12.00

**Aeonium 'Kiwi'**  zone 10  sun/pt shade

Rosettes of tricolor green, cream, and pink red spatulate leaves radiate on sturdy stalks. 4” $9.00

**Aeonium 'Lily Pad'**  zone 10 sun/pt. shade

Large flat rosettes of green foliage...resembling waterlily foliage, with a bushy habit. Can take bright shade. Grows 15-24”. 4” pots $10.00

**Aeonium x ‘Mardi Gras’**  zone. 10  sun/pt.shade

Tricolor foliage...rose-red/cream/green...intensity of color changes with cooler temperatures. Grows to 12”. Pinch back for a bushy habit. 4” pots $12.00
Aeonium x arboreum hybrid. Zone 10  sun

It had a name…we just lost track. (?Plum Purdy?) Large flat rosettes of plum bronze foliage. Forms tight shrubby clumps. 2-3' tall with age. 4” $12.00 Larger specimens also available for nursery pickup.

Aeonium x ‘Zwartkopf’. Zone 10  sun

Almost black foliage with an upright habit. Top off the rosettes to encourage a bushy habit. Can grow to 3’ or more, but can be kept in check in pots. 4” $10.00

Agave americana ‘Medio Picta Alba’ zone 9-10   sun

A choice but slow growing Agave with a broad white stripe down the center of each leaf. Considered medium sized, it can grow to 3-4 ‘ high & wide. 2.5” tubes. $15.00

Agave americana var. marginata  zone 9-10   sun

This imposing specimen plant has undulating spine tipped grey-green leaves edged in creamy white. Produces offsets freely.  4” pots $12.00

Aloe ‘Blizzard’  zone 10 sun/pt.shade

A miniature with palest green leaves accented by white markings distinguish this Aloe hybrid. Forms nice offsets. 4-6” 4” pots $12.00
Aloe 'Blue Elf' zone 10 sun
Tight growing dwarf Aloe with very blue narrow foliage. Coral orange flowers in
winter. Foliage grows 18' tall x 2 'wide.  4". $10.00

Aloe 'Christmas Sleigh' zone 10 sun/pt.shade
A rare and slow growing miniature Aloe, growing to 6' 12" wiry 12" stems bearing
coral red flowers in winter.  4" pots $12.00

Aloe ciliaris zone 10 sun
Climbing Aloe. (Now known as Aloiampelos) Fast growing succulent vine with a
swollen basal caudex from which emerge many long semi-woody. stems. 6-12 inch
long inflorescences rise vertically from near the tips of the branches. The coral red
tubes are hummingbird magnets.  4" pots $9.00

Aloe 'Silver Hybrid' zone 10. sun/pt.shade
A small form with silvery white leaves marked irregularly with darker green.  4" pots
$9.00

Aloe x 'Black Gem'. zone 10 sun
Found at Solana Succulents. A small dark leaved Aloe/ Haworthia/Aloe bigeneric
hybrid. Darkest leaves are when grown in cool temps and when soil is dry. 6-7".
4" pots $12.00
Aloe x 'Coral Fire'  zone 10  sun/pt.shade

Slow growing clumps of sage green leaves with coral pink raised markings. Foliage stays under 8". Coral orange tubular flowers on 18" stems in winter, 4" pots. $12.00

Aloe x 'Delta Dawn' zone 10  sun/pt.shade

A small Aloe with green leaves accented by raised white and peach raised markings and edged with coral teeth. Coral orange flowers on 1-2' stems in winter. 4" pots. $12.00

Aloe x 'Oik'. Zone 10  sun/pt.shade

A Karen Zimmerman hybrid of Aloe divaricata with blue green leaves accented by raised pink ridges and teeth. 4" pots $12.00

Aloe x 'Snowstorm' zone 10. sun/pt.shade

Small chunky sage colored leaves flecked throughout with white. Free flowering and freely produces offsets. 4" pots $12.00

Aloe zanzibarica  zone 10  sun/pt. shade

This small Aloe forms tight rosettes of short bright green succulent leaves dappled with cream and edged translucent white teeth Red-orange flowers in early spring EASY! 4” pot. $9.00
Anacampseros lubbersii  zone 10  sun/pt.shade

A very tight miniature succulent with chubby olive green leaves with teeny cerise colored saucer shaped flowers. Under 3".
2.5" pots. $8.00

Aptenia cordata variegata zone 9  sun/pt shade

A pretty and easy succulent with creamy white edged foliage and tiny rose pink flowers . 4" pots. $9.00

Crassula biplanata  zone 10-11 sun

Delicate silver dusted foliage, little white flowers on short 3-5" stems, makes a useful filler plant for succulent containers or in southern CA gardens where hardy.
4" pots. $9.00

Crassula exilis var. schmidtii  zone 10  sun

Fairy Tongue. A delightful petite addition for your succulent collection, forming tufts of stemless narrow 1" triangular green leaves with 3-4" stems bearing clusters of dainty deep pink flowers. Great for succulent wreaths, & strawberry jars. 4" pots.
$9.00

Crassula lycopodioides  zone 10 sun/pt.shade

Native to Africa, forms spreading clusters of slender stems with densely stacked tiny leaves. Leaves are pointed, light green in color and arranged along the stems like scales. Known as the “Watch Chain” plant. 4" pot. $9.00
**Crassula ovata 'Crosby's Dwarf'** zone. 10  sun/pt.shade

A miniature form of jade whose leaves takes on a warm red edge with cooler temperatures. 4" pots. $9.00

**Crassula ovata  ‘ET Fingers Variegated’** zone 10  sun/pt.shade

A curious jade with quilled leaves in shades of yellow, amber and green. Tight growth habit but eventually grows to form a small shrub with age. 4" pot. $10.00

**Crassula ovata  'Hummel's Sunset'** zone 10  sun/pt.shade

Colorful Jade with yellow edges. Foliage takes on orange highlights around the leaf edges with cool temperatures. Shrubby habit. 4" pots. $9.00

**Crassula ovata 'Lemon Lime'** 10-11  sun/pt.shade

A citrus colored Jade plant with green and yellow striped foliage that take on orange tones in cool temperatures. Different than Hummel's Sunset'. Slowly grows to 18-24" tall. 4" pots. $10.00

**Crassula ovata 'Tricolor'** zone 10  sun/pt.shade

Multihued green and creamy white foliage on a sturdy upright slow growing plant. Our stock plant is only 15" tall x 6" after 7 years. 4" pots. $9.00
**Crassula ovata undulata**  zone 10. sun/pt.shade
Wavy leaved Jade. Adds a nice mounded form of foliage to mixed planters. 4" pots. $9.00

**Crassula pellucida ssp marginalis TINY Form var**  zone 10  sun/pt.shade
Low growing, spreading with tiny rounded heart shaped pale green leaves delicately margined with white and a slight pink cast in cool temps. 4” pots $9.00

**Crassula perforata 10-11**  sun/pt.shade
String of Buttons. A small Crassula, at first upright, then trailing growing succulent with gray-green small ovate opposing congested leaves which take on a rim of wine red with cooler temperatures. 4” pots $9.00

**Crassula perforata variegata zone 10-11**  sun/pt.shade
Small fleshy cream-colored leaves with a central green stripe are arranged in fused pairs along upward sprawling stems. Slow growing. 4” pots $9.00

**Crassula rubricaulis. Zone 10-11**  sun
A small shrubby plant with pointy green leaves accented with burgundy. Foliage takes on burgundy tones intensify with cooler temperatures. 4” pots. $9.00
**Crassula rotundifolia**  zone 9-10  sun

A S. African species with rounded leaves, and tiny curious starry orange flowers on upright stems in late winter and early spring.  4" pots. $10.00

**Cremnosedum 'Crocodile'**  zone 9-10 sun

Curious hybrid of Cremnophila nutans and Sedum furfuraceum. Leaves are like fat "beads", usually dark green but can become flushed brownish in strong light. A crackling normally develops on the leaves giving it a reptilian look.  4" pots $9.00

**Cremnosedum 'Little Gem'** zones 8-10  sun/ pt sun

'Little Gem' is the perfect little succulent to tuck into planters and vertical gardens, with it's fine textured bronze green foliage. In winter and early spring, it bears 4" stems terminating with clusters of yellow flowers.  4" pots.$9.00

**Echeveria agavoides 'Martin's Hybrid'**  zone 10  sun/pt.shade

Green pointy pale green leaves with darker red tips form rosettes and produce longer stemmed offsets. 4" pots. $12.00

**Echeveria agavoides red_tip**  zone 10 sun/pt.shade

Red tipped green leaves. Tall stalks of yellow bell shaped flowers in late winter early spring.  4" pots. $12.00

**Echeveria 'Azulita’**  zone 10 sun

Blue rosettes 3" in diameter, with many offsets. Good for vertical gardens!  4" pots. $9.00
Echeveria 'Black Prince' zone 10 sun
Valued for its dusky chocolate brown rosettes of fleshy leaves. Red flowers are displayed on erupting stems. 4" pots $10.00

Echeveria 'Black Knight' zone 10-11 sun
Pointy almost black leaves arranged in tight rosettes. Yellow bloom in winter. 4" pots. $10.00

Echeveria 'Cass Hybrid' zone 10 sun
Beautiful 3-4" rosettes of pale blue rounded spoon shaped petals rimmed with red. Tight growth habit. 4" pots $10.00

Echeveria 'Chroma' zone 10 sun
Small rosettes of reddish bronze foliage take on a calico type mottling. Habit is upright and branched. Yellow-orange flowers in winter. 4" pots $9.00

Echeveria colorata zones 10-11 sun
A Mexican Hens and Chicks species forming rosettes of powder blue leaves with deep red tips. 4" pots. $10.00
**Echeveria 'Cubic Frost' zone 10 sun/pt.shade**

Lilac gray chunky ruffled leaves for concentric rosettes. Freely produces offsets. 4” pots. $10.00

---

**Echeveria derenbergii zone 10 sun**

Small rosettes of blue green foliage, which multiply quite well. Peachy yellow flowers with red highlights in winter. 4-6”. 4” pots $9.00

---

**Echeveria 'Dick's Pink' zone 10 sun**

A showy Dick Wright hybrid with large rosettes to 10”. Wavy blue-green leaves with frilly pink edges. Red flowers. 4” $12.00

---

**Echeveria elegans zone 10 sun**

Mexican Snowballs. Powder Blue 4-6” rosettes of fleshy foliage. Orange yellow flowers in late winter/spring. 4” spots $10.00

---

**Echeveria funckii zone 10 sun**

Tight 3-4” rosettes of tawny gray foliage, which takes on a peachy cast as it ages. 4” pots $10.00
Echeveria ‘Galaxy Blue’ zone 10 sun
A new vigorous hybrid with tight 4” rosettes of undulating blue green foliage. 4” pots. $10.00

Echeveria ‘Green Pearl’ zone 10 sun/pt.shade
Similar in form and habit to the popular Echeveria ‘Perle von Nurnberg’, but with aqua leaves tinted with just a little lavender. Rosettes grow 5-6’ across. Pink flowers appear on 6-8” stems. 4” pot $10.00

Echeveria hybrid ‘Dondo’ zone 10 sun
This is sometimes called Orange Bouquet Echeveria because of the showy orange yellow bells displayed in multiples on 4-5” stems beginning in late winter/early spring. 4” pots $9.00

Echeveria ‘Lime and Chili’ zone 10 sun
Chubby 3-4” rosettes of sea green leaves with orange flowers. 4” pots $10.00

Echeveria minima zone 10 sun
Small powder blue gray rosettes, with many offsets, this is useful for vertical gardens and small scale planters. 6-8” stems bearing pale orange/yellow bells. 4” pots. $9.00
**Echeveria nodulosa zone 10  sun/pt.shade**

Painted Echeveria. Absinthe green foliage striped and edged in burgundy form 5" rosettes. Branches erupt to bear pale yellow flowers in summer. 4” pots $10.00

---

**Echeveria ‘Orion’ zone 10-11 Sun**

A stunning hybrid between E. lilacina and E. pulidonis with lavender pink 4-6” rosettes. Intriguing melon orange bell flowers on 18’ stems in late winter and early spring. 4” pots $10.00

---

**Echeveria prolifica  zone 10  sun**

A small creeping Echeveria forming stemless rosettes, with many offsets on runners. Typical pale blue grey foliage. 4” pots $9.00

---

**Echeveria pulidonis  Zone 10  sun**

Native to Mexico. Arching spikes of yellow bell-shaped flowers usually occurring in spring. A vigorous selection. 4” pots $9.00

---

**Echeveria ‘Ramilette’ zone 10  sun**

Fleshy blue-green rosettes. Golden orange bells on short stems in winter and intermittently the rest of the year. 4” pots $9.00
**Echeveria setosa ciliata** zone 10 sun

Wooly olive green 3" rosettes with short stems bearing loose sprays of bright orange and yellow bells, the color of candy corn. 4" pots $10.00

**Echeveria setosa deminuta** zone 10 sun

Diminutive Echeveria with blue green leaves, that are covered with tiny white hairs. Produces offsets. Pink flowers. 3" x 2-3". From the University Botanical Garden in Copenhagen. 4" pots $10.00

**Echeveria shaviana** zone 10 sun

Rosettes of wavy pink/lilac tinted foliage. Not so happy with humidity. Be sure to use a sharp drawing soil mix. 4" pots $12.00

**Echeveria ‘Sleepy’** Zone 10 sun

Echeveria hybrid with green foliage, somewhat upright branching, producing many branched offsets. Yellow orange bells on 6-8" stems appear heavily on spring and occasionally throughout the year. 4" pots $9.00

**Echeveria ‘Starlite’** zone 10 sun/pt.shade

Tight gray green rosettes, each leaf tipped in red which becomes more pronounced in cooler weather. Freely produces offsets. 4" pot. $9.00
Echeveria ‘Topsy Turvy’ zone 10 sun

Distinctive rosettes of fleshy leaves that curl at the edges giving the plant a ruffled appearance. Apricot to rose colored blossoms. Produces many offsets. 4” pots $9.00

Echeveria x. ‘Afterglow’ zone 10 sun

Big and beautiful Echeveria with lilac pink foliage. Coral orange flowers on out stems appear intermittently in summer. Quickly achieves a size of 8-12” rosettes. 4” pots $12.00

Epiphyllum crenatum v. chichicasteng zone 10-11 pt.shade

A lovely orchid cactus with large pale citron/white flowers with unusually attractive crenate edged foliage. 4” pots. $12.00

Epiphyllum oxypetalum zone 10 sun/pt.shade

A cactus family member, Night Blooming Cereus (a.k.a Queen of the Night) has large flat fleshy foliage and 6” exotic white flowers that scent the evening air. Lasting only ‘til morning, the flowers then drop off. A drought tolerant container specimen. 4” pots $10.00 (for pickup only: 7” hangers $25.00)

Euphorbia horrid zone 10 sun/pt.shade

An unusual spiny succulent shrub, whose swollen stems will elongate and form irregularly shaped rounded columns. Tiny little yellow flowers appear in spring. 4” pots $10.00
**Euphorbia stenoclada. Zone 10  sun**

Native to Madagascar. Curious pointy branches with an upright shrubby habit. Does ooze a milky sap that some folks may be sensitive to. Handle with care. 4" $12.00

**Euphorbia tirucalli var. rosea  zone 10  sun**

Commonly called 'Sticks on Fire', this S. African shrub produces very few leaves and when it does they are quite small. The fleshy narrow multi-branched stems are sort of yellow-green, but they take on reddish tones with cool temps. Protect from frost. 4" $10.00

**Graptopetalum paraguayensis 'Ghosty' zone 9-10  sun/pt.shade**

Ghost Plant. Low branching with sprawling stems terminating with rosettes of lilac tinted silver gray leaves sometimes tinged in lavender and pink. Sprays of off white to yellow flowers in winter and early spring. 4" pots. $9.00

**x Graptosedum 'California Sunset' zone. 10  sun**

Decumbent stems bearing rose blushed tan-gray fleshy leaves. Pale yellow flowers. 4" pots $10.00

**x Graptosedum cv Francesco?  Zone. 10  sun**

An intergeneric hybrid of Graptopetalum and Sedum, possibly named for Francesco Baldi. zone 4" $10.00
| **x Graptosedum x 'Alpenglow' zone 10 sun** | ![x Graptosedum x 'Alpenglow']()

An intergeneric cross, forming sprawling stems of large bronzy wine tinted fleshy leaves. 4” $9.00 |
|---|---|

| **x Graptoveria 'Bashful' zone 10 sun** | ![x Graptoveria 'Bashful']()

Rosettes of chubby spoon shaped pale olive green leaves tinged and tipped with red. Very tight growth habit. 4” pots $9.00 |
|---|---|

| **x Graptoveria 'Fred Ives' zone 10 sun** | ![x Graptoveria 'Fred Ives']()

A popular medium sized cross of G. paraguayense and Echeveria gibbiflora. Rosettes of smoky plum foliage with a pinky orange glow form clumps 8-12” tall. Soft yellow flowers on short stems in winter and early spring. 4” pots $9.00 |
|---|---|

| **x Graptoveria 'Moonglow' zone 10 sun/pt.shade** | ![x Graptoveria 'Moonglow']()

Pale sage green rosettes of fleshy foliage, with short stems displaying sprays of outward facing yellow bells tinted with orange. An intergeneric hybrid of Echeveria and Graptopetalum. Stays at under 6” tall in our experience. 4” pots $9.00 |
|---|---|

| **x Graptoveria 'Olivia' zone 10 sun/pt.shade** | ![x Graptoveria 'Olivia']()

Tightly clustered small rosettes of silvery bronzy pea green foliage. 6” stems bearing starry peach flowers in winter and early spring. 4” pots $9.00 |
|---|---|
**x Graptoveria 'Opalina' zone 10 pt.sun**

Hybrid of Graptopetalum and Echeveria, looking like an Echeveria with chubby powder blue with pink tinted leaves. Yellow orange starry-bells appear in winter and early spring. 4" pots. $10.00

**x Graptoveria 'Silver Star'**

Hybrid of Graptopetalum and Echeveria, with silvery pointed petals arranged in very tight rosettes.

4” pots $10.00

**x Graptoveria ‘Tibutans’ zone 10 sun**

An intergeneric cross between Graptopetalum paraguayense and Echeveria derenbergii. Elongated but tight rosettes of blue gray foliage. Never more than 8” tall.

4” pots $10.00

**Haworthia fasciata zone 10 sun/pt.shade**

Super easy indoors, Zebra Plant is a small scale succulent with upright growing narrow pointy leaves striped with white. Over time many offsets form, making nice carpet of pointy leaves. 4” pots $9.00

**Jovibarba heuffelii zone 5-9 sun**

Now classified as Sempervivum, Jovibarba is cold hardy but may be more suited for indoor growing due to its dislike of winter wetness. Tight dark green rosettes with deep maroon highlights. Best grown in a soil with excellent drainage. 4’ pots $10.00
**Kalanchoe beharensis hybrid zone 10  sun**

Wooly sage green leaves offer dramatic foliage. A monster of a plant when it gets age... can get to 6-12’ tall! Creamy yellow flowers 4" $10.00

---

**Kalanchoe hildebrandtii zone 10 sun**

Silver dollar leaves on an upright growing plant. Over time plants can grow to ‘, but you can prune to keep a proper size for your container gardens. White flowers. 4” pots $10.00

---

**Kalanchoe luciae  zone. 10 sun/pt. shade**

Flapjacks. Used to be Kalanchoe thyrsifolia. I any case a very sculptural plot with sea green leaves that take on red tones along the leaf edges especially with cooler temperatures. White flowers on 18” stems. 4” pots $9.00

---

**Kalanchoe millotii  zone 10-11  sun**

Native to Madagascar. Short shrubby plant (12-15’) with soft frosty green scalloped edged leaves. Pink flowers. 4” plants. $9.00

---

**Kalanchoe orgyalis  zone 9-11  sun**

Native to Madagascar with upward folding ovate leaves flocked with brown hairs on the upper side, gray beneath. Winter blooms of soft yellow flowers. It grows slowly but will eventually reach a height of 4-6’. 4” $12.00
Kalanchoe porphyrocalyx. Zone 11-12  pt.shade

Aka *Bryophyllum porphyrocalyx*... a mouthful of a name, this green leaved succulent has very showy deep pink bell flowers in winter and early spring. Stays under a foot tall, and makes a fun but slow growing houseplant. 4” pots $10.00

Kalanchoe tomentosa Aqua Form zone. 10   sun

Panda Plant. Forms a shrub like plant with long oval shaped pale aqua leaves rimmed with brown that are densely covered in fuzzy felt. Has small furry brown bell shaped flowers. 4” pots $9.00

Kalanchoe tomentosa 'Black Tie'   zone 10   sun

A form of Panda Plant with especially dark brown markings on the edges of sage green fuzzy elliptical leaves. Shrubby habit. Grows 15-18” tall with age. 4” pots $10.00

Kalanchoe tomentosa 'Teddy Bear'  zone 10   sun

A cute form of Panda Plant with chunkier darker brown wooly leaves. Curious brown flowers. Expect it to grow to 10- 12” tall. 4” pots $10.00

Kalanchoe x 'Behartii’   zone 10   sun

Cross between K. beharensis and K. millotii, though some say it is also a cross of tomentosa. Forms a shrubby plant with soft gray green leaves with delicate cinnamon markings along the slightly serrated edges 4” $10.00
Kalanchoe x 'Elk Antlers'  
zone. 10-11  sun/pt.shade

Unusual form with foliage forming "elk horns", which can add a vertical thrust to planting schemes, bronze green foliage with wine edges in cooler temperatures. Sends off long stems with offsets. Grows 10-12" tall.  4" pots $10.00

Othonna capensis  ‘Ruby Necklace’ zone. 10 sun/pt.shade

Fast growing trailing plant with stems of blue green narrow cylindrical foliage, developing a purplish cast in sun. Small sunshine yellow daisies open yer round on stems tips. Fun for hanging baskets. 4” pots $10.00

Pachyphytum 'Blue Haze'  
zone 10-11  sun

Chunky rosettes of chubby pinky blue gray leaves are fun year round, but the racemes of peachy-red bell shaped flowers which appear in fall/winter/spring are not too shabby either. 5-8" tall, excluding flower stems, with a decumbent habit. 4" pots $9.00

Pachyphytum bracteosum.  Zone. 10  sun

Commonly called Moonstones. Open rosettes of thick, rounded, grey to silvery-grey leaves, sometimes flushed purple with more sun. Short stalks bearing small, rose colored bells in spring  4" pots  $9.00

x Pachyveria 'Claire'  
one 10  sun

Rosettes of grey green foliage, sometimes rimmed with red...low growing with offsets. Possible hybrid of Pachyphytum oviferum and Echeveria cante. Yellow flowers in late winter-early spring.  4" pots  $10.00
**x Pachyveria 'Spring Bouquet'**  
zone 10  sun

An intergeneric cross between Pachyphytum and Echeveria, forming 3-4” rosettes with a fair amount of offsets. Short stems bear peachy bell flowers. 4” pots $10.00

---

**x Pachyveria 'Little Jewel'**  
zone 10 sun

Small rosettes of pale silver blue cylindrical pointed foliage. Spreads nicely, adding textural interest to mixed planters. 4” pots $9.00

---

**Portulacaria afra aurea**  
zone 10  sun/pt.shade

Discovered this at the Ruth Bancroft Garden. Yellow leaved Miniature Jade. Low sprawling shrub native to South Africa 4” pots $12.00

---

**Portulacaria afra 'Variegated'**  
zone 10  sun

Variegated Miniature Jade Plant. A bonsai plant that is not at all hardy but suitable for dish gardens or protected troughs. Pale pink flowers. 4” pots $10.00

---

**Rhipsalis cereuscula**  
zone 10.  pt.shade

Rice Plant. Very thin long olive green stems are adorned with translucent white flowers in late winter, spring. 4” pots $10.00
**Rhipsalis baccifera horrida. zone 10 sun/pt.shade**

Rat's Tail Cactus. Acquired by this name, but it is questionable. It is a fun and funky trailer, and makes an easy houseplant! 4” pots $10.00

*So many Rhipsalis in the trade are mislabeled, or have been reclassified. We have numerous unverified forms. Please visit.*

**Rhipsalis 'Drunkard’s Dream. Zone 10 pt.shade**

An epiphytic Cactus from Brazil, with bottle-like buds opening to starry yellow-orange flowers.

**Rhipsalis rhombea zone 10 pt.shade**

An epiphytic cactus with flattened leaves edged in red. It has a pendulous habit and bears small creamy white flowers in late winter/early spring.

**Sansevieria trifasciata 'Moonshine' zone 10 pt.shade/shade**

Unique smaller form of Snake Plant with silver leaves. 12-18”. Very drought and shade tolerant.

4” pots. $10.00

**x Sedeveria 'Blue Elf' zone 10 sun**

Cute little Elf! A Sedum and Echeveria cross, forming tight rosettes of narrow spatulate pale green leaves, often tipped in rose red with cool temps. Orange yellow bell flowers on short stems.

4” pots $9.00

**x Sedeveria 'Blue Mist' zone 10 sun**

Light blue-gray foliage on trailing stems...reminiscent of donkey's tail. distinguishes this Echeveria and Sedum hybrid. Develops many offsets to form tidy clumps. Yellow flowers in winter. 4” pots. $10.00
**x Sedeveria 'Fanfare'**  zone 10  sun

A hybrid of Sedum and Echeveria with blue green foliage and a sprawling habit. Grows 8” tall by 12” wide.  4” pots  $9.00

**x Sedeveria ‘Harry Butterfield’** zone 10. Sun

Trailing stems with blue gray cylindrical foliage terminating in rosettes. Clusters of peachy yellow flowers, mostly in late winter.  4” pots $10.00

**x Sedeveria ‘Levizia’** zone 10  sun

A petite plant with green rosettes, short stems with numerous white starry flowers from apricot tinted buds. 4” pots $9.00

**x Sedeveria ‘Lliac Mist’** zone 10  sun

Another cross between Sedum and Echeveria/ Lilac mist has decumbent stems of gray lavender foliage, terminating with peachy pink flowers in late winter/early spring. Grows 6-8” tall.  4” pots $10.00

**x Sedeveria 'Sorrento'**  zone. 10  sun

A useful low growing cross of Sedum and Echeveria, with bronze tinted foliage. 12”.  4” pots $9.00
x Sedeveria 'Jet Beads'  
zone 10.  sun

Dark brown fleshy leaves add contrast to arrangements. Slow growing.  4” pots $10.00

Sedum adolphi 'Firestorm'  
zone 10 sun/pt.shade

We believe this use to be grown as *Sedum nussbaumerianum*, since we can’t quite tell the difference. Amber leaves on sprawling stems intensify to rich orange brown with cool temperatures.  4” pots $9.00

Sedum adolphi 'Golden Glow'  
zone 10  sun

Tawny gold leaves with a decumbent habit. Tiny white flowers in winter.  4” pots $9.00

Sedum clavatum  
zone 10  sun

4” pots  $9.00

Sedum dasyphyllum 'Major'  
zone 6-10  sun

A slightly chubbier leaf than the species. Grow in a well drained soil where it can create a fine carpet. Great in trough gardens.  4” pots $9.00
**Sedum hispanicum**  
zone 6-10 sun  

Fine texture silver foliage that will take on purplish tones in cold weather. Great little accent for troughs and succulent bowls.  
4” $9.00

**Sedum japonicum ‘Tokyo Sun’**  
zone 7-10 sun/pt shade  

Brilliant gold foliage on compact mats with a prostrate habit, making a perfect little groundcover for troughs or succulent gardens.  
4” pots $9.00

**Sedum makinoi ‘Ogon’**  
zone 7-10 sun/pt.shade  

Lemon yellow rounded leaves on sprawling stems brighten up any succulent combination. Hardy in a protected very well drained spot.  
4” pots $9.00

**Sedum ‘Mentha Requein’**  
zone 6 sun  

This little mat-forming sedum looks almost like Corsican mint or a miniature thyme, a first glance. For troughs, dish gardens and crevices.  
4” pots $9.00

**Sedum morganianum**  
zone. 9 sun/pt.shade  

Burro’s tail sedum. A popular and useful trailing sedum with glaucous fleshy cylindrical foliage.  
4” pots $10.00 (larger 6’ hangers for nursery pickup $25.00)
**Sedum pachyphyllum**  zone 10 sun

We had this name verified at the Cactus Center in Pasadena...not many people grow it, but we've had it for decades....Jelly Beans is a common name. Adds a fun textural interest to planters. yellow starry flowers. 4” pots. $9.00

**Sedum rubrotinctum**  zone 10 sun

Pork and Beans is the silly common name for this textural succulent which works as a great filler plant in containers, vertical gardens and succulent wreaths. Stays under 6”, little chubby green leaves intensify with coral red tones in cool weather. 4” pots. $9.00

**Senecio barbertonicus**  9-10 sun

Shrubby succulent with upright stems of green cylindrical leaves, with clusters of scented tufts of yellow flowers. 4” pots $10.00

**Senecio cephalophorus 'Blazing Glory'**  zone 10 sun/pt. shade

Rosettes of chalky blue spatulate foliage with 12-15” stems bearing orange pin cushion flowers in late summer and fall. 4” pots $10.00

**Senecio cylindricus**  zone. 10 sun/pt. shade

Tall upright stems with cylindrical blue green leaves. Develops a shrubby habit with age. 4’ pots $10.00
**Senecio kleiniiformis** zone 10  pt.shade

Spear Head  s the common name for this distinctive Senecio. Powder blue points spoon like leaves. Grows to 12”. 4”  pots $10.00

---

**Senecio x peregrinus (String of Dolphins) zone 10.  pt.shade**

String of Dolphins. A hybrid of Senecio rowleyanus and Senecio articulatus with leaf formations that resemble tiny dolphins. Fun accent for hanging baskets or mixed containers.  4” pots $10.00

---

**Senecio rowleyanus  zone 10  pt.shade**

String of Pearls. Little bulbous leaves adorn trailing stems. Tough if undisturbed, but fragile when handled: if pieces break off just tuck back into the soil. 4” pots $10.00

---

**Senecio serpens 'Mini Blue'  zone 10  sun/pt.shade**

A tighter form of Senecio serpens with powder blue leaves, spreading habit. 6-8” tall.  4” pots. $9.00

---

**Stapelia lepida  zone 9-10  pt.shade**

Starfish Flower forms decumbent mats of finger-thick thick succulent foliage. From swollen balloon like buds burst 5 pointed beige flowers flecked in a beguiling shade of blood red. The curious blossoms emit an off color odor in order to attract flies 4” pots.  $10.00